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Abstract In this paper, we introduce a peer-to-peer sensor

network (P2PWSNDAS) architecture with pipelined time division
scheduling for sensor data acquisition from an ad hoc wireless
sensor network (WSN). P2PWSNDAS takes a service-oriented,
data-centric view of the deployed WSN. The wireless sensors that
constitute the WSN measure physical attributes of the
environment they are deployed in such as temperature, pressure,

vibration, toxic chemical, biological agents, etc. In our

architecture, we assume that the entire WSN can be divided into
sets of 'sensor-clusters'. Each cluster has a gateway or base
station that aggregates data from its sensor cluster. The gateways
themselves which constitute the middleware layer between the
WSN and end point clients are designed to form an IP-based
distributed peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay network. Clients query the
gateways for real-time sensor data via a publish/subscribe/notify
paradigm implemented at the gateways, and they can also
concurrently receive notifications on alarms/events of interest.
Another contribution we report in this paper is a Pipelined Time-
division Model (PTM) scheduling for continuous energy-aware
MAC-layer communication between a gateway and its sensors.

Our PTM scheduling algorithm is particularly targeted towards
wireless sensors such as the MICA2 series 141 that have multi-
channel radio transceivers.

Index Terms- Peer-to-Peer (P2P), Wireless Sensor Network
(WSN), Data Acquisition System (DAS), Peer-to-Peer Wireless
Sensor Network Data Acquisition System (P2PWSNDAS),
Energy efficient, Time division multiple access (TDMA).

I. INTRODUCTION

WSNs (or smart sensor networks) are a key component of
machine-to-machine (M2M) communication. Such networks
can be used in a wide variety ofremote monitoring and control
applications that range from environmental and human body
monitoring to military surveillance, building automation,
industrial monitoring and control, homeland security, and
reconnaissance tasks, etc [1]. In typical remote monitoring
applications, sensor nodes are scattered in an ad hoc manner

over an area of interest. Individual sensor nodes can sense

information (measurements) and communicate (radio) sensed
information to other sensors or to a gateway (also referred to
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as base station or sink in WSN literature). Furthermore, sensor
nodes have a limited ability to process information on an on-
board CPU, and can store that information in memory. It is for
this reason that such wireless sensors are sometimes referred
to as 'smart sensors' or 'smart dust'. Although each individual
node has limited capability, several such nodes can cooperate
to accomplish complex tasks. To put it succinctly, WSNs
provide the ability to connect the physical world to enterprise
computing systems, thereby improving business processes and
facilitating efficient decision making.

In many applications involving WSNs, there is a delicate
trade off between the need to sense and communication useful
information and the requirement to do so in an energy efficient
manner. It is expected that a WSN, once deployed, will work
for long periods of time with minimal human intervention. In
most remote monitoring applications, individual sensor nodes
run on a limited supply of energy (from batteries), and hence,
excessive on-board processing and (perhaps more importantly)
frequent invocation of the sensor's radio, rapidly depletes the
sensor's energy source. Thus, to meet these challenges, in
recent years, a major research effort in modem computing has
been devoted to the development of sensor network protocols
and algorithms with energy-efficient and self-organizing
capabilities.

Unlike traditional networks, where communication links are
established between two nodes, a key feature of many WSN-
based applications is that an end-application or client never
directly interacts with a sensor node. Rather, a middleware
layer between the end-application and the sensor network
facilitates bi-directional data transfer, including query
processing and integration of sensor data with enterprise
computing systems. Many existing querying systems and
protocols have been proposed for WSNs. Most of them
mainly focus on a distributed querying system for snapshot
queries (see [3] for a survey). Our focus in this paper is on
continuous energy-efficient data acquisition from a WSN with
a potentially large number of end users through interfaces
designed using open standards (Web Services). We also



propose a Pipelined Time-division Model (PTM) scheduling
protocol. PTM can be viewed as a simple, yet novel energy-

efficient M\AC-layer communication protocol targeted for
wireless sensor systems deployed using wireless sensors such
as the MICA2 series [4]. The MICA2 wireless sensor nodes
have a multi-channel radio transceiver, but lack a structured
medium access mechanism, such as the one provided by IEEE
802. 15.4.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II

we introduce the P2P layer of our P2PWSNDAS architecture
for data acquisition from a WSN. We then elaborate on the
MAC-layer PTM scheduling protocol in Section III, and also
introduce some metrics using which we present some

theoretical performance results of our P2PWSNDAS and other
well-known data acquisition architectures. Finally, in Section
IV, we present some concluding remarks.

II. THE P2PWSNDAS ARCHITECTURE
Fig. 1 illustrates the architecture of our P2PWSNDAS for

data acquisition from a WSN. It consists of two layers. The
upper layer is a peer-2-peer (P2P) network. Each peer node
acts as a gateway to the lower sensor nodes layer, and the
gateways are connected to the Internet or Intranet for remote
data access. Sensor nodes continuously sense data from the
physical world. After simple processing of these
measurements on the on-board processor, meaningful data is
transmitted to gateways (peer nodes) in an energy-efficient
manner. In our architecture, we assume that the gateways are

relatively powerful devices when compared to simple sensor

nodes, and also have more storage capacity, thereby
facilitating high-frequency, redundant, and historical querying
(Query classification has been extensively discussed in [1]).
Data transfer between gateways and end-user clients takes
place through Web Services using the SOAP standard.

Note that that our architecture is independent of the
particular P2P protocol that is adopted. In our implementation
of the P2PWSNDAS, we chose a Napster like protocol [6]
where a central P2P server stores <attribute name, IP address
of the gateway> association information. Thus, if a query is
made to a gateway (a client can choose any one gateway to
direct its queries to) concerning a specific attribute
(temperature, pressure etc), the gateway connects to the P2P
server and gets the candidate gateways. The query is then
delegated to only those gateways that aggregate sensor

readings for the particular variable in question. Finally, the
queried gateway aggregates all the data obtained from peer

gateways that satisfy the query criteria before returning the
results to the client. (Also, our gateways were deployed in a

Wi-Fi (802.1 1g) network through an access point that is
connected to the corporate LAN).

There are two kinds of messaging supported by our

P2PWSNDAS. First one is the Query messaging which is
initiated by the client by issuing a QueryRequest method using
web services through SOAP. For example, shown below is an

XML-snippet representing the Query message: "Select '*'

The first gateway that receives this query delegates this
information to other gateways through the P2P server, and
aggregates the information that it gathered from its fellow
peers before sending it to the client as shown in XML-snippet
below. In this example, the answer has only one matching
record from the gateway "PCCS247C", and the associated
reading shows the value "1959".

The second type of messaging is Subscription, which is
used by clients for continuous monitoring of WSN data.

Subscriptions are basically requests for data that satisfy certain
threshold criteria set by the client. As in the case of a query,

clients issue subscriptions to a chosen gateway which then
passes on this subscription request to all its peers. The client
also passes on its IP address and a Web Service-based
callback method, using which all the gateway peers return
subscription data back to the client when the threshold criteria
are met. The XML descriptions of subscription and
corresponding response are similar to those shown above for
the query messaging type. (Due to space constraints, we

cannot present all the details. Refer to [5] for more details).

From 'all nodes in WSN' Where 'Light > 0"'.

<?xml version=" 1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<soap:Envelope >

<soap:Body>
<QueryRequest >

<service>DataAcquisition</service>
<expressions>

<Threshold>
<variable>Light</variable>
<type>above</type>
<value>0</value>
<strict>true</strict>

</Threshold>
</expressions>
<delegateCall>true</delegateCall>

</QueryRequest>
</soap:Body>

<-/Cnqn- P"ATP1 nnP->

<?xml version=" 1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<soap:Envelope>

<soap:Body>
<QueryResponse>

<sensorData>
<sensorlD> I </sensorlD>
<variable>Light</variable>
<value>1959</value>
<timestamp> 127832023 182683 1 86</timestamp>
<gateway>PCCS247C</ gateway >

</sensorData>
</QueryResponse>

</soap:Body>
</soaD:EnveloDe>
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Figure 1 P2PWSNDAS system architecture for data acquisition

The P2PWSNDAS architecture has many advantages over

previous systems. First, distributed P2P architecture has no

single data repository and hence no single point of failure.
Secondly, real-time data is kept at the gateway nodes, which
have more processing power than the lower-level sensor

nodes, and hence are not limited by energy constraints.
Sending real-time data to central repositories consumes

valuable bandwidth, and often times, it is unnecessary. Also,
the architecture separates sensing power consumptions and
querying power consumption. It allows highly intensive, high
frequency querying from clients without affecting power

dissipation on wireless sensor nodes. The P2PWSNDAS
architecture is scalable in that a new sensor cluster can be
added with the corresponding gateway registered on the P2P
server without affecting the operation of an already running
data acquisition system.
Now, a key challenge is to transmit sensor readings from

the wireless sensor clusters to their peer gateways in an energy

efficient manner and yet satisfy all the demands required of a

robust data acquisition system. This leads us to our PTM
scheduling protocol which we describe in the next section.

III. PTM SCHEDULING PROTOCOL
The PTM scheduling protocol organizes sensor nodes in a

hierarchical tree structure as shown in Fig. 3. We mark each
node as (i, j). Here, i>O and j>O indicate the layer in the tree
where the node is located and child number (1, 2 ... N, where
N is the number of children that each leaf node has),
respectively. As shown in Fig. 3, node (1, 1) is one of the peer

nodes in the upper P2P network level. It has 3 children, and
each child has its own 3 children, and so on and so forth. The
nodes in this structure relay sensed data to the gateway node in
a pipelined fashion and hence the name. The time axis is
divided into slots of duration T. During odd time slots, odd
layer nodes transmit data to even layer nodes. During even

time slots, even layer nodes aggregate data to their upper odd
layer nodes. Each layer utilizes different radio frequencies or

channels to avoid collisions between adjacent layers. For
example, the MICA2 series [4] have up to 10

;0*~ --~Gateway
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Figure 2 Illustration ofthe PTM Scheduling Protocol.

channels centered around 916 MHz, and hence we could have
up to 10 layers in our PTM scheduler. The first 10 layers use

distinct channels and subsequent layers then have to re-use

frequency channels. Depending on the number of sensor

nodes, it is possible to engineer the PTM scheduler in such a

manner that even if two layers use the same frequency, they
are separated far enough so that their transmissions do not
collide. PTM minimizes the power consumption by turning off
the radio component of the sensors when they are not required
to transmit.

The details involved in the operation of the PTM scheduler
are as follows. Let the number of layers in the tree be denoted
by L. Each time slot is divided into 2N intervals, where N is
the number of children that each leafnode has. In the example
of Fig. 2, we have N=3 and L=4. Each time slot is divided into
6 intervals. During the I't, 2nd, 3rd intervals nodes marked as

(3,1) ,(3,2), (3,3) propagates packets to their parents,
respectively. While In the 4th, 5th, 6th intervals nodes marked
as (2,1) and (4,1), (2,2) and (4,2), (2,3) and (4,3) transmit
packets to their parents, respectively. Since nodes invoke the
radio intermittently and judiciously, the system can achieve
high energy efficiency without diminishing the performance of
the network. The pseudo code for the complete PTM
algorithm is described below.

1. Begin;
2. Network Initialization; N andL are determined based on

the size ofthe network
3. While (true) do {
4. For (int I=1, I<N+1, I++) do{
5. //Odd Layers
6. Turn on motes (Odd(L), I);
7. Transmit data;
8. Turn off motes (Odd(L), I);
9. }

10. //Even Layers
11. For (int I=1, I<N+1, I++) do{
12. Turn on motes (Even(L), I);
13. Transmit data;
14. Turn off motes (Even(L), I);
15. }
16. }
17. End;
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TABLE I. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS. S DENOTES THE THE TOTAL NUMBER OFNODESIN THE WSN.

less than or equal to x, and Even(x) is the set of even numbers
less than or equal to x. The parameters N and L are chosen a
priori depending on the sensor cluster size. (Automatic
configuration, i.e., algorithmic determination ofN and L will
be considered in future and is beyond the scope of this paper).

Note that during the network initialization period, PTM
only needs to synchronize nodes once by broadcasting a
beacon from the root (1, 1). Each sensor node keeps a count-
down clock and turns itself on and off strictly according to this
algorithm. Our protocol does not require synchronizations
during routing and hence it avoids extra power dissipation in
having to send and receive beacons.

Although not explicitly mentioned, the PTM algorithm
inherently involves some rudimentary routing; the nodes at
lower layers use the upper layer nodes as routers. Hence, PTM
can be considered to be a cross-layer protocol.
Shown in Table 1 is a theoretical analysis of the

P2PWSNDAS with respect to the following metrics:
* Average Single Query Time (ASQT): ASQT is the

duration from the time the gateway sends out a single
query to the WSN to the time when gateway receives the
results of the query.

* Average Single Query Power (ASQP): ASQP is the power
dissipated for answering a single query. We assume the

power required by a node to receive a packet is APr, the
Appower required to send a packet is

* Average Gross Query Time (AGQT): To measure the time
of gross query, we let AGQT as the time to collect data
from all sensors with one query each. AGQT is a metric to
measure the capacity of the querying system. A short
AGQT indicates a large querying capacity to tolerate both
high frequency queries and redundant queries. Note that
AGQT measures the time that a system logically queries
each of its sensors. In some systems, such as our
P2PWSNDAS, the query may not physically go to each
sensor.

consumed by making a gross query. AGQP is a metric
used to measure the energy efficiency of the querying
system under high frequency queries and redundant
queries. The lower the AGQP, the higher the efficiency.
Average Emergency Delay (AED): AED is the time
between the occurrence of an alarm and the time the
gateway receives this event.
Also shown in Table 1 is comparison of the performance of

the P2PWSNDAS architecture with other well-known WSN
data acquisition protocols. Due to space constraints, we do not
present a complete analysis here. Details can be found in [5].

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper we introduced our Web Services based

P2PWSNDAS architecture with pipelined time division
scheduling for energy-efficient data acquisition from a WSN.
We also present theoretical results that compare the
performance of our architecture with other WSN data
acquisition protocols.
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